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HOW TO RUN A MOLECULAR SEXING PCR 
 
This protocol follows instructions from the following paper: 
Griffiths, R., M.C. Double, K. Orr, and R.J.G. Dawson (1998). A DNA test to sex most birds. Molecular 
Ecology 7: 1071-1075. 
 
Preparation 
 

1. Sign up for a PCR machine. 
2. Take your reagents out of the freezer to thaw. You will need: green loading buffer, dNTPs, 

primers [CHD-P2 and P8: diluted to 10 uM and mixed], and Taq. 
3. Choose your samples. 
4. Lay out how you will put the samples into the plate. 
5. Equipment: a PCR plate (in bottom drawer below PCR machines), Eppendorf tube, pipettes, tips. 

 
PCR 
 

1.  Make your master mix. 
a. Green Buffer: 2 ul per reaction (multiply 2 times the number of samples, plus one or two 

extra if running more than 20) 
b. dNTPs: 1 ul per reaction (multiply as above) 
c. Primer mix: 3 ul 
d. Water: 2.8 
e. Taq: 0.2 

2. Mix in an Eppendorf tube. 
3. Put 9 ul of reaction into each well. 
4. Put 1 ul of sample into wells. 
5. Cover plate with plate sealing tape (located in top center drawer on other side of bench) 
6. Put plate in PCR machine, put silicon spacer on top, and close. 
7. Select “Start”, scroll to “Sexing”, and press enter. 

 
HOW TO RUN AN AGAROSE GEL 
 
Pouring the Gel 
 

1. Set up the gel rig, which is the larger piece with the black rubbery sides with the tray stuck into 
it. Put the two combs into the tray, small wells down. 

2. Take the large bottle of 1% agarose (covered with foil), remove foil and lid, stick a Kimwipe in 
the top, and microwave for 5 minutes. When done, take out of microwave and swirl it to make 
sure it is completely clear. Careful, HOT! Use orange gloves. If not clear, put back in microwave 
for a minute or two. 

3. Fill a small beaker (located in cabinet above PCR machines) about halfway (30-50 ul). Then 
pour gel from beaker into gel rig. Gel should reach at least halfway up the wells, preferably 
more. 

4. Let sit for 30-45 minutes – until firm. 
 
Loading the Samples 
 



8. Remember, there are 32 wells but one per row must contain the blue ladder, so you can load a 
maximum of 30 samples. IMPORTANT: write down the sample numbers in your notebook in 
the order in which you load them. 

9. Remove tray+gel from the rig. 
10. Put 9ul of each sample into a well. 
11. Put 9ul of ladder mix (see below) into one well in each row. 
12. Carefully put tray into the electrophoresis apparatus – slowly let buffer cover the wells. 
13. Important: DNA will travel from black (negative) to red (positive). Make sure you have put your 

tray in the correct direction! 
14. Re-cover the apparatus, make sure the wires are plugged into the electrical box (matching colors 

– and it doesn’t matter which of the four you choose). 
15. Turn on the box (black switch on bottom right). 
16. Turn the knob until the red readout says 80. Press the red “start” button. 
17. Let it run for 45-60 minutes. NOTE: If you are running the gel for 60 minutes, you cannot use 

the bottom row of wells or it will run off the gel! Only do the top row. 
 
Analyzing the Results 
 

1. Turn off electric box. 
2. Remove tray. 
3. Take into the dark room, put gel on glass of the UV box. Close the clear cover. Note the tape that 

indicates where the top of the gel should be (lower tape) and center horizontally. 
4. Check that there is film (white tab sticking out). 
5. Put on UV safety goggles! And close door. 
6. Turn on light box with the button on the right, and then push “M” to turn on the UV. If it doesn’t 

work at first, push it again. 
7. Turn off overhead light, and take picture by pushing the little silver button. 
8. Turn on light, turn off box. 
9. Take out film by first pulling white tab, then picture (remember – straight out!) 
10. Wait 30-45 seconds, and then open the picture. 
11. Cut out & paste on appropriate page of notebook. 

 
How to mix up the loading buffer: 
This recipe makes enough for two wells. Cut in half if only doing one row. 

1. Get blue buffer from fridge and ladder from freezer. 
2. Cut a small piece of parafilm.  
3. Put 2 ul of buffer in a little dot on the parafilm. 
4. Add 18 ul water to blue dot. 
5. Add 2 ul ladder. 
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